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A RAPID SOLAR TRANSITION IS NOT ONLY POSSIBLE, IT IS IMPERATIVE!
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Abstract
Catastrophic climate change (C3) is inevitable if carbon emissions to the atmosphere are not rapidly
reduced and the now unsafe atmospheric level (395 ppm) CO2 (and rising) is not brought down by
sequestration technologies to below 350 ppm. C3 prevention is possible with the replacement of global
fossils fuel supplies by wind, concentrated solar power and photovoltaics, with the main obstacle being the
political economy of global capitalism, specifically the “Military Industrial (Fossil Fuel, Nuclear, State
Terror) Complex”. There are three critical requirements for the “other world that is possible”:
demilitarization, agro-ecologies replacing industrial/GMO agriculture, and solarization. Expanding
democratic, bottom-up governance is necessary to achieve these objectives. Energy poverty in the global
South must end, reaching a rough minimum of 3.5 kilowatt/person. Our simulations show this solar
transition is achievable in no more than 30 years with the consumption of less than 40% of the proven
reserves of conventional petroleum, while supplying sufficient energy to sequester CO2 from the
atmosphere using a combination of global agroecologies increasing soil carbon storage and solarpowered-industrial-burial of carbonate in the crust. This approach would maximize the possibility of
reaching a safe atmospheric CO2 level before the tipping points to C3 are reached.
Introduction
Humanity is faced with two technological threats to the continuance of human civilization and biodiversity
as we know it. The first is the continuing threat of nuclear war, not inevitable but deadly even if localized
by virtue of climatic impact on food supplies. The second, catastrophic climate change (C3) is very likely
inevitable if carbon emissions to the atmosphere are not rapidly and radically reduced and the now unsafe
atmospheric level of 395 ppm CO2 (and rising) is not reduced by sequestration technologies to below 350
ppm.
An unprecedented path to the “other world that is possible” will be opened up if humanity succeeds in the
near future to overcome the obstacles standing in the way of decarbonizing our global energy supplies
coupled with rapid implementation of state-of-the-science solar technologies such as wind, concentrated
solar power and photovoltaics. The obstacles are not technological, rather lie in the political economy of
real existing 21st Century global Capitalism, starting with the Dinosaur sitting in the Room, the Moloch
called the Military Industrial (Fossil Fuel, Nuclear, State Terror) Complex. Only a transnational movement
for peace and justice can put this Dinosaur in the Museum of Prehistory where it belongs. We argue that
there are three critical requirements for that other world that is possible: demilitarization of our global
economy, agro-ecologies replacing industrial and GMO agriculture, and the creation of a high-efficiency
solar power infrastructure replacing unsustainable fossil fuels and nuclear power. Further, expanding
democratic, bottom-up control of the process of transformation of the global economy is necessary to
achieve these goals. We may have only 5 years left to begin radical cuts in carbon emissions, according to
the most recent assessments, given the continued rise in global carbon emissions [1].
Theoretical Framework
We modeled global solar transition with computed simulations that assumed values for the energy return
over energy invested for state of the science of the science wind/solar technologies, “EROEI”, i.e., how

much energy does the technology such as a photovoltaic array or wind turbine generate in its usable
lifetime divided by the energy needed to construct it and maintain it [2]. To our knowledge this was the
first study which computed the necessary non-renewable energy (mainly fossil fuel) needed to create the
renewable capacity in a solar transition scenario. The critical factor that leads to exponential growth of this
renewable energy supply is the feedback of energy from the growing renewable capacity back into the
physical economy to create more of itself.
The following equation was used in these simulations
d(PRE)/dt = [(M/L)(f)(PRE)] + [(M/L)(fFF)(PFF)]
RE is defined as the wind/solar technology
PFF : Current power delivery (85% supplied by fossil fuels)
f : fraction of PRE used to make more PRE
fFF : fraction of PFF used to make more PRE
L: lifespan of any RE source
M (= EROI or EROEI): Energy return over energy invested for RE
(M/L) x instantaneous energy invested = instantaneous RE created
Results and Discussion
Some of our results are shown in Figure 1 (go to [2] for more details).

Figure 1. Future Renewable Energy Capacity with different assumed Energy Return Over Energy Invested
values (“EROEI”) = M for wind/solar technologies. R* is the ratio of future global renewable power
delivery to existing energy generation per year, with 85% presently from fossil fuels. Assumed lifetime of
installed wind/solar =20 yrs, with 10% of wind/solar energy produced being reinvested per year in making
more of the same, and with 1% of the current annual consumption of energy being used per year to create
wind/solar power. State of the science EROEI values of current technologies: Wind turbines: 20 to 75;
Photovoltaics: 6 to >10; CSP: 7 to 40. Curves on graph descend from M = 40 (top) to M = 10 (bottom).

Mainly because of its lower carbon emission footprint compared to coal, the preferred fossil fuel to make a
solar transition is petroleum (only conventional oil and natural gas, excluding the higher carbon footprint
tar sands and fracked natural gas, as well as dangerous drilling on deep water continental shelves). We
estimate that a robust solar transition can be completed in 20 to 30 years using no more than 40% of the
proven conventional reserves of petroleum. The latter requirement will be reduced as higher EROEI
wind/solar technologies are developed and put in place in this transition. At the culmination of this solar
transition a global increase in energy would be delivered to the world, not a decrease, with many countries
in the global North such as the U.S. decreasing their wasteful consumption, while most of humanity, living
in the global South receiving a significant increase, reaching the rough minimum of 3.5 kilowatt/person
required for state-of-the-science life expectancy levels (see Figure 2). We note that reaching the minimum
3.5 kilowatt/person is necessary but not sufficient for acquiring the highest life expectancy, noting that
several petroleum-exporting countries in the Mid-East as well as Russia fall well below this value. Life
expectancy for the United States is likewise below most industrial countries of the global North. Income
inequality is robustly correlated with bad health and must be reduced to achieve the world

Figure 2. Life expectancy at birth (years) versus Energy use per capita. Source of data: [4].
standard life expectancy and quality of life [3]. Supplying the minimum 3.5 kilowatt/person for the present
world population of 7 billion people requires a delivery equivalent to 25 Terawatts (TW), with the present
delivery equal to 16 Terawatts (for further details go to www.solarutopia.org). Rapid phase-out of coal use
as well as aggressive energy conservation in energy-wasteful countries such as the U.S. is imperative, and
must start in the very near future to begin radical reduction in carbon emissions. Further, as the solar
transition proceeds, energy conservation in the global North would free up petroleum needed for rapid
solar development in the global South. Oil-rich countries in the Mid-East, South America (e.g., Venezuela)
and Europe (e.g., Russia) will be valuable partners in this solar transition by providing the needed
petroleum. There is little doubt that this transition will require global demilitarization as necessary
condition for a global cooperative regime (for documentation go to [15]. If this transition is delayed then
humanity will face the virtually inevitable onset of catastrophic climate change. Let’s be clear that solar

transition must be parasitic on existing energy supplies, just as the industrial fossil fuel revolution was
parasitic on biomass energy, so-called plant power, until it replaced the former supply with sufficient
capacity. The higher the EROEI value of the wind/solar technology used, the less unsustainable presentlyused-energy is needed to effect the solar transition.
A likely maximum of 40% of the proven reserves of conventional petroleum is needed if a robust
solar transition starts very soon.
The following provides the basis for our maximum 40% estimate of conventional petroleum needed in our
preferred solar transition model to insure a steadily increasing global energy supply to a minimum 3.5
kilowatt/person globally, accompanied by an early phase out of coal, nuclear, big damaging hydropower
and most biofuels. Assuming a conservative value of EROEI = 20 for wind/solar, two times the current
global energy delivery or roughly 32 TW, corresponding to 9 billion people, is generated for a 20-30 year
solar transition with the complete termination of fossil fuel/nuclear/biofuels. In order to ensure a steadily
growing global supply of energy, conventional petroleum will provide the complementary supply to the
growing wind/solar delivery, with a progressive decrease to zero at the end of the transition. We estimate
that no more than 40% of the proven conventional reserves of petroleum (oil and natural gas, excluding tar
sands and fracked gas reserves) is needed, roughly 7 ZJ.* The latter requirement will be reduced as higher
EROEI wind and solar technologies are developed and put in place in this transition. In addition, coal,
nuclear power, as well as hydropower and biofuels with significant carbon footprints, can contribute to RE
creation before being phased out completely in the early phase of the transition, and thus this computed
fraction of petroleum reserves needed as a backup is a likely maximum. The factors impacting on this
estimate are discussed in [2].
* Here is the function used for progressive phase out of non-RE energy sources over the assumed 25 year
transition period, with t being the time in years: FF = 1 - 0.015 t- 0.001 t 2 ;
∫FFdt from t = 0 to 25, gives a total fossil fuel (“FF”) consumption equal to 15.1 times the present annual
global energy consumption level (0.47 ZJ) or 7.1 ZJ, which is 43% of the estimated global 16.7 ZJ
remaining in conventional petroleum reserves (oil and natural gas). Note: The “proven” reserves cited do
not include tar sands, oil shale or fracked natural gas. In 2008, total worldwide energy consumption was
474 exajoules (474×1018 J=132,000 TWh [5]). Reference [6] cites [7] which estimates remaining natural
gas reserves equal to 415 T cubic meters.
If a vigorous solar transition is delayed too long, then and only then will we likely face the gloom and
doom scenario of Peak Oil and the virtually inevitable onset of catastrophic
climate change, barring the implementation of near future revolutionary solar technologies with much
higher EROEI values. Nevertheless, carbon sequestration powered by agroecologies and solar power is
imperative, and must start as soon as possible to have any hope of preventing the onset of catastrophic
climate change. The longer the excess carbon dioxide remains in the atmosphere the more likely the
tipping points for C3 will be reached, therefore radical and early cuts in carbon emissions and carbon
sequestration should go hand-in-hand.
Is the baseload supply of energy an obstacle for wind/solar?
Baseload is the backup supply of energy when a particular energy technology is not operating at full
capacity. Commonly, supporters of continued reliance on fossil fuels and/or nuclear power raise the
objection that wind/solar cannot meet the challenge of baseload. But this claim is misleading. Already
available reliable and cheap storage technologies, along with tapping into geothermal energy, will
facilitate the expansion of these renewables. However, a big enough array of turbines, especially offshore
can likely can generate a baseload without the need to supplement it with separate storage systems [8].
Further, the progressive expansion of a combined system of wind, photovoltaics, and concentrated solar
power in deserts will generate a baseload simply because the wind is blowing and the sun is shining
somewhere in the system linked to one grid. Meanwhile baseload would be backed up by petroleum, with
coal phasing out first, on the way to a completely wind/solar global energy infrastructure.

We have focused on the creation of wind and high efficiency solar technologies in our modeling since
these have the greatest potential for not only rapidly replacing the present unsustainable energy supplies
but also meeting the energy requirements of all of humanity. Nevertheless, other renewable sources will
contribute to the new global infrastructure, notably geothermal (if its hot reservoirs are not depleted), tidal,
wind and hydropower (especially small scale). Geothermal power can even become the dominant energy
source in some locales (e.g., Iceland and potentially in East Africa). In contrast, most biofuels, such as
ethanol derived from corn, are highly problematic, with low EROEI values and undesirable environmental
and nutritional impacts.
Carbon-sequestration from the atmosphere must be a component of a solar transition
Carbon sequestration from the atmosphere is imperative, and must start in the near future since the longer
the excess carbon dioxide remains in the atmosphere the more likely the tipping points for C3 will be
reached. Only the thermal inertia of the oceans responding to the now unsafe and ever rising atmospheric
level of CO2 near 400 ppm gives us a short window of opportunity [9], [10]. Following the analysis
provided in [9], a prevention program to have any chance of avoiding catastrophic climate change must
include carbon-sequestration from the atmosphere to achieve an atmospheric CO2 level at or below 350
ppm as soon as possible. A follow up study recommends a 6% cut/year in fossil fuel consumption starting
now, with 100 Pg of carbon sequestered from the atmosphere by reforestation from 2031-2080 leaving 350
ppm CO2 in the atmosphere by 2100 [10]. Lal estimates 2-4 Pg per year of carbon from the atmosphere
could be sequestered globally as soil carbon from the atmosphere using agroecological approaches [11].
Assuming a rate of 2 Pg/year, in 50 years 100 Pg of carbon could be sequestered from the atmosphere. A
likely complementary approach is solar-powered-industrial carbon sequestration from the atmosphere,
burying carbon as carbonate in the crust. Assuming a minimum energy requirement of 442 KJ/mole CO2
([12], [13]) 100 Pg of carbon could be sequestered from the atmosphere requiring 3.7 ZJ, equivalent to 7.3
years of the present global energy delivery (16 TW). In a robust solar transition, assuming 7 ZJ of
conventional petroleum are consumed in 25 years, with EROEI of wind/solar equal to 25 (same as their
lifetime in years) then a total of 51 ZJ is generated, with industrial carbon sequestration energy being 7%
of the total. This requirement would of course be reduced by the use of agriculturally-driven carbon
sequestration into the soil.

Growth or Degrowth?
The degrowth movement is gaining support in Europe. Richard Heinberg is an influential champion of the
Transition City movement. Here is a sample of his argument:
“there is no credible scenario in which alternative energy sources can entirely make up for fossil fuels as
the latter deplete. The overwhelming likelihood is that, by 2100, global society will have less energy
available for economic purposes, not more…A full replacement of energy currently derived from fossil
fuels with energy from alternative sources is probably impossible over the short term; it may be unrealistic
to expect it even over longer time frames. . . Fossil fuel supplies will almost surely decline faster than
alternatives can be developed to replace them. ..we believe that the world has reached immediate, nonnegotiable energy limits to growth.” [14]
Au contraire, we show that a complete global transition to wind/solar energy is possible using current
technology taking 20-30 years. Richard Heinberg’s prescription would doom most of humanity to a future
of living hell since global energy supplies must be increased to end energy poverty in the global South as
well as create the capacity for carbon sequestration from the atmosphere and for the massive cleanup of the
biosphere. Nevertheless, while degrowth is a very problematic recipe for global restructuring, it should not
be dismissed as a useless response to the unsustainable reproduction of capital, with a reduction in certain
kinds of consumption necessary especially in the global North and for elites in the global South. Thus
arguments for degrowth should be taken seriously insofar as they address economic activities that increase
consumption of fossil fuels, especially coal and tar sands, the two most intense carbon emitters.

The degrowth program is highly problematic because of its failure to analyze the qualitative aspects of
economic growth and its emphasis on the local economy without recognizing the urgency to address global
anthropogenic change from a transnational political perspective. This demands struggle on all spatial
scales, from the neighborhood to the globe.
Global degrowth fails to come to terms with qualitative versus quantitative aspects of economic growth.
Further, the energy base of the global physical economy is critical: global wind/solar power will pay its
“entropic debt” to space as non-incremental waste heat, unlike its unsustainable alternatives. The concept
of economic growth should be deconstructed, particularly with respect to ecological and health impacts.
Growth of what are we speaking, weapons of mass destruction, unnecessary commodities, SUVs versus
bicycles, culture, information, pollution, pornography, or simply more hot air? Instead, degrowthers
commonly lump all growth into a homogenous outcome of the physical and political economy [15].
A Global Green New Deal (GGND) will deliver sustainable growth with huge benefits for both humans
and nature, with clean air and water, organic food, meaningful employment and more free creative time for
all on this planet [16]. Green sustainable growth will be a transition to a steady-state global solar economy
in the 21st Century. Further, the GGND will create the social and material base for bottom-up democratic
management of the political and physical economies while still having a chance to prevent C3.
Is the observed and projected market-driven growth of renewable energy capacity, notably of wind and
photovoltaics, consistent with our goal? We wrote: “Nevertheless, despite recent developments, the
transition to renewables currently underway still lacks the intensity that will allow it to drive the
replacement of fossil fuels in a few decades.” [2, p. 8]. We stand by this assessment, especially since
global fossil fuel use continues to climb at the same time. We estimate that roughly an order of magnitude
increase in investment into new wind/solar energy capacity is required. Implementing a GGND would
meet this objective.
Conclusion
• A robust solar transition is possible in a few decades, with the potential of avoiding tipping points
leading to irreversible catastrophic climate change.
•

This transition would simultaneously end energy poverty in the global South, thereby meeting a
necessary condition for the state of the science quality of life for all of humanity.

•

The biggest obstacle blocking this transition is the Military Industrial (Fossil Fuel, Nuclear,
State Terror) Complex. We cannot expect the capitalist market by itself to bypass this obstacle in
time to prevent climate catastrophe.

•

Only a powerful transnational of peace and justice, organized from the neighborhood to the globe,
can overcome this obstacle, insuring this goal is achieved, by forcing rapid reduction in carbon
emissions to the atmosphere and the robust creation of wind/solar energy capacity.

•

The convergence of the economic, social and ecological/climate crises makes a rapid transition to
wind/solar power imperative, hence a Global Green New Deal must be on the agenda for
implementation in the very near future.
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